
Drew Barrymore has been making the talk 
show rounds for over three decades now, but 

one moment in particular, according to her, will 
always stand out above the rest; that time when she 
flashed acclaimed American television host, David 
Letterman, back in 1995.

On a chat show with Stephen Colbert, the star 
recalled some of her more outrageous moments, 
including when she flashed David Letterman on his 
birthday.

The ‘50 First Dates’ actress then joked that she has 
no regrets about her show-stopping moment on 
Letterman and added, “You only have one life!” 
Barrymore also had a close friendship with 
Letterman. (ANI)
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1. Black Panther          $26.6mn
2. Tomb Raider                       $23,6mn
3. I Can Only Imagine                                   $17.09mn
4. A Wrinkle in Time                        $16.25mn
5. Love, Simon                                                 $11.75mn
6. Game Night                                                    $5.60mn
7. Peter Rabbit                                                 $50.20mn
8. Strangers: Prey at Night                              $4.70mn
9. Red Sparrow                                                 $4.53mn
10. Death Wish                                                   $3.36mn

(boxofficemojo)

March 22, 1976

Reese Witherspoon

Legally Blonde star who won an Academy Award, a 
Golden Globe Award, a BAFTA, and a Screen Actors Guild 
Award for her leading role in Walk the Line. Her other film 
roles include Hot Pursuit and Water for Elephants.

Los Angeles

Actor George Clooney has come on board to narrate the documentary “Never 
Stop Dreaming: The Life and Legacy of Shimon Peres”.

It is based on the life of late Israel President Shimon Peres.
It’s the 16th film produced by Moriah Films, the film division of the Simon 

Wiesenthal Centre in Los Angeles. The production company generates 
documentaries focused on the Jewish experience as well as contemporary human 
rights.

Nine months before Peres died in 2016, the 92-year-old had asked Moriah Films 
to create a documentary on his life story, reports variety.com.

“Never Stop Dreaming: The Life and Legacy of Shimon Peres” includes interviews 
with President Bill Clinton, President George W. Bush, President Barack Obama, 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair and American singer-songwriter Barbra 
Streisand. (IANS)

Actress Aidy Bryant has responded to the 
criticism of her new film ‘I Feel Pretty’, 

saying that it does not promote fat-shamming 
and fat-phobia in the society. 

In the film, directed by Abby Kohn and 
Marc Silverstein, actor Amy Schumer plays an 

everyday insecure woman who after falling 
off her bike during a spin class, wakes up 
with a newfound confidence. 

Bryant recently shared a picture that 
features her with Schumer and another 

co-star Sasheer Zamata on her 
Instagram page. (PTI)


